Cryptoholics Token
Whitepaper
Cryptoholicstoken.com | Building the Greatest Network dedicated to Support Non-Profit Organizations

A revenue-sharing platform dedicated to Saving
the World! One Coin at a Time

Where to find us
https://www.facebook.com/CryptoholicsToken

https://discord.gg/aJXSJEKune

https://twitter.com/Cryptoholics4

https://www.instagram.com/cryptoholicstoken

https://t.me/OG_Cryptoholics

https://www.reddit.com/r/CryptoholicsToken

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cryptoholicstoken

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsD0eIjUbJR4ILmFX6v5Ksg
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01. Introduction
What is Cryptoholics Token

What is Cryptoholics token and what's the plan?

What is Cryptoholics Token?
Cryptoholics token was Originally Created as a Fan token for all the Followers on our Youtube
Channel. Since this time, we have wanted it to be Much more than a Fan token.
Working Closely with Non-profit Organizations to help fund there causes to save or Planet we
Live in!

Names of these Organizations will be added as we onboard them in the Future.

02.Tokenomics
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How the taxation works
The $CRH tokens are the native currency on the Cryptoholicstoken.com platform and are meant to be
used purchases on the platform. To reward long-term investors we've integrated rewards functionality
directly into the contract which automatically transfers $spaces to investors wallets. With every
purchases through the platform (NFT Minting, coin updates etc.) the tokens are being taxed (15%) . This
construction of our payments-system ensures that liquidity is added to the pool while rewarding the
holders. Enabling a stabilizing economy with passive yield for the long-term holders and investors.

02. Tokenomics
Spaces rewards

How does rewards work?
Rewards are automatically transfered on all transactions to a specific amount of wallets at a
time. Any single wallet may only receive automatic rewards Based on Volume of Transations.
On Buys/sells the contract then will swap tokens held by the $CRH contract and loop through
eligble wallets to transfer rewards
You will need to add $Spaces Contract address
0x156df0dd6300C73ac692D805720967cf4464776e to your wallet as a Custom Token to see
your $Spaces Rewards
As you hold your $Spaces you will Earn BNB per there whitepaper.

03. The platform
TBD.

